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The article presents the results of Matlab simulations and experimental studies of non-contact influence of ultrasonic wave on laser beam. A role of the air-gap and the influence of the air-gap on laser-ultrasonic transmission in optical fiber were examined. Two optical fibers were used with air-gap between them. One fiber was attached to a laser diode and positioned to pass through a hole in a sandwich type transducer and in a velocity transformer. In the velocity transformer (at its end), after leaving small air-gap, to the end of the transformer, the other optical fiber is attached. The second fiber can interact with a given biological structure.
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1. Introduction

There are some possibilities of using laser radiation and low frequency, high intensity ultrasounds simultaneously: introducing ultrasound oscillations in the optical fiber by the stiff fixing it to a vibrating element [1–5] and non-contact influence of the ultrasonic wave on the laser beam. Literature [6–10] provides descriptions of the use of non-contact interaction. However, details concerning the role of the air-gap and the way both types of energy interact are scarce. The role of the air-gap, and its influence on laser-ultrasonic transmission in optical fiber was examined. Two optical fibers were used with air-gap between them. One fiber was attached to a laser diode and positioned to pass through a hole in a sandwich type transducer and a velocity transformer. In the velocity transformer (at its end), after leaving small air-gap, the other optical fiber is attached. The second fiber can interact with a given biological structure. The following study results are to help to provide information on whether ultrasounds can affect the parameters of light wave propagating in an optical fiber and through an air-gap.

2. Theoretical analysis

Literature provides examples of optical fiber sensors (FOS) that utilize an air-gap. These include extrinsic Fabry–Perot interferometer sensors (EFPI) [11–15]. In such sensors the second fiber is a reflecting one. There are also descriptions of a transmission-type Fabry–Perot sensor [16–20]. The non-contact interaction of ultrasonic wave on optical wave is analogous to the way a transmission-type Fabry–Perot sensor works. In this case the second optical fiber is not a reflecting one but light enters it. Figure 1 shows a measurement system for non-contact interaction of ultrasonic wave on optical wave.

Since a fraction of light is reflected from the surface of fiber “II”, there are two propagation paths of optical wave in this waveguide [19].

The use of an air-gap allows interaction of three phenomena: phase modulation caused by altering refraction index, amplitude modulation in the air-gap caused by altering gap length and vibration of the tip of fiber “II”. Additionally, amplitude loss of the propagating signal occurs. These are a result of signal scattering in the air-gap. The loss depends on the length of the air-gap.

Theoretically 3 examples of setups for non-contact interaction of ultrasonic wave on optical wave that use an air-gap can be considered: fiber “I” and fiber “II” are single-mode (Fig. 2a), fiber “I”, and fiber “II” are multi-mode (Fig. 2c), fiber “I” is single-mode and fiber “II” is multimode (Fig. 2b).

After light passes through the gap it is not only attenuated but also scattered. As a result the example with two single-mode optical waveguides is very difficult to realise. Since the second fiber can interact with the biological structure, the combined laser-ultrasonic interaction that involves the use of an air-gap can be applied in surgery for biological structure cutting. In this case,
due to the thickness of the fiber used in surgery, only multimode optical fibers seem suitable, although the second fiber should have a core of larger diameter in order to facilitate easy input of optical wave.

3. Numerical simulations

A number of simulations in Matlab environment have been performed in order to check in what way the length of the air-gap affects optical wave (Fig. 3). For air-gap length of 200\,\mu m amplitude loss is minor (see Fig. 3c). At gap length of 500\,\mu m amplitude drops by about 20% and there is significant scattering of optical signal (Fig. 3b).

4. Experimental study

The research team performed experimental study concerning the effect the length of the air-gap has on ultrasonic wave propagating in a optical waveguide. The dependence of the amplitude of the ultrasonic output signal on the air-gap between two fibers is presented in Fig. 4.

With the increase of the air-gap the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal output decreases — it is exponential dependence. The decrease of the amplitude of ultrasonic signal in the air-gap is caused by strong attenuation of ultrasonic wave propagating in air environment.
For the transducer without an optical fiber it changes in the range of 1 to $2\pi$ rad. Attaching an optical fiber to the transducer causes change in the phase shift between input and output ultrasonic signal. In case of the studied optical fibers, phase shifts are adjacent to one another and change from 0 to $\pi$ rad [4] (see Fig. 5). When using an air-gap, its low length results in phase shift behaving similarly to the case in which the optical fiber is glued with no air-gap. Air-gap over 100 $\mu$m means that phase shift is closer and closer to the values standard for a setup without a glued optical waveguide. The phase shift relation between input and output ultrasonic signal is shown in Fig. 5.

Attaching a fiber produces harmonics in output ultrasonic signal. When using an air-gap its low length (up to 80 $\mu$m) means output signal spectrum will be similar to the values standard for a sandwich type transducer with no optical fiber attached. Further increase in gap length causes increase of harmonics of output ultrasonic signal (see Fig. 6).

5. Conclusion

The work presents the possibilities of transmitting ultrasonic wave in optical fibers through an air-gap. Ultrasonic wave is generated by an ultrasonic sandwich type transducer. Because of dispersion of the optical signal in the air-gap, second optical fiber should be multimode, while first fiber can be either single-mode or multimode. Matlab performed simulations relating to spreading of optical wave in the air-gap show that spreading of the signal and decrease of the amplitude of optical signal at the end of the air-gap are minor (for air-gap length up to 200 $\mu$m). The amplitude of the ultrasonic output signal decreases during propagation in the air-gap and it is exponential dependence. For air-gap length over 80 $\mu$m ultrasonic signal loss is acceptable. The obtained results will serve as material for further research related to the earlier works [1–5, 20] referred to the analysis of the possibilities of simultaneous transmission of laser radiation and ultrasonic waves in optical fibers.
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